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Abstract

The long-range propagation of electromagnetic waves over

the ground is a major topic for many applications in com-

munication, navigation, and surveillance. In this article,

we propose a wavelet-based split-step method in 3D to

compute the propagation in this context. Also, using the

discrete-mixed Fourier transform (DMFT), transverse in-

variant impedance ground conditions are taken into ac-

count, for which the ground wave propagation is accu-

rately computed. Numerical tests show that the method is

fast, accurate, and memory efficient. Finally, we show that

the widely used DMFT is not valid for transverse variant

ground compositions.

1 Introduction

Long-range propagation of the electromagnetic waves over

the ground is a major topic for applications in communi-

cation, surveillance, or navigation. Models based on the

parabolic wave equation (PWE) [1] are very popular in this

context. The split-step Fourier (SSF) [1] method is a con-

venient way to solve the PWE.

The method is based on computing iteratively the field at

increasing distances. At each step, the propagation is split

into two parts. First, the propagation is performed in free

space in the spectral domain. Second, effects of the atmo-

sphere are introduced with a phase screen [1]. With this

method, an impedance ground condition can be taken into

account with the discrete mixed Fourier transform (DMFT)

[2].

Recently, in 3D cylindrical coordinates, a discrete coun-

terpart of SSF (DSSF) has been introduced [3] to obtain

a self-consistent method. This allows avoiding spurious so-

lutions. Nevertheless, the computation time and memory

occupation prevent the operational use of the method.

Therefore, a wavelet-based split-step method (SSW) has

been introduced in 2D [4, 5]. The fast wavelet transform

(FWT) and the sparse representation with wavelets [6] yield

a fast and memory-efficient method [5].

In this paper, an extension to 3D of SSW is proposed for

the long-range propagation over any transverse invariant

ground condition. Also, the ground wave propagation is

considered. The relief is not considered here. Finally, we

also show that the widely used DMFT does not work for

transverse variant ground composition.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the config-

uration and the discretization of the problem are described.

In Section 3 a brief reminder on the discrete wavelet trans-

form in 2D is introduced. In Section 4, we introduce the

3D split-step wavelet method. Besides numerical experi-

ments are performed. In Section 5, we show that the DMFT

does not work for transverse variant grounds. Section 6

concludes the paper.

2 Configuration and discretization

In this article, an exp( jωt) time dependence is assumed for

the field. The problem is studied in Cartesian coordinates

(x,y,z). Therefore, the scalar wave equation for the reduced

field u [1] is defined as follows
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with k0 the free-space wave number and n the slowly vary-

ing refractive index. The main propagation axis is x. The

z-axis corresponds to the altitude. We compute the forward

propagation, x ≥ 0, over the ground, z > 0, for the reduced

field u. This latter is known at x = 0, the source is placed at

xs ≤ 0.

For numerical reasons, the domain is of finite size (x,y,z) ∈
[0,xmax[×[0,ymax[×[0,zmax[. In addition, the domain is first

discretized along y and z with ypy = py∆y ∀ py ∈ [0,Ny −
1[, and zpz = pz∆z ∀ pz ∈ [0,Nz − 1[, where ∆y and ∆z are

the steps. In this domain the reduced field u at position x

is denoted by ux[py, pz]. A discretization along x is also

applied with a step ∆x.

3 The 2D discrete wavelet transform

Here, the 2D discrete wavelet transform on a separable

wavelet basis [6] used to decompose the reduced field ux

is introduced. In image theory the wavelet transform and

its associated fast transform are widely used, e.g. image

compression.



The separable wavelet basis is composed of 3L+ 1 func-

tions, with L the maximum level of the decomposition. In

2D, three different wavelets, of zero mean, for the horizon-

tal, vertical, and diagonal variations of the signal are used.

All of them are dilated and translated to obtain a wavelet

family. The dilations allow covering the spectrum, while

the translations allow covering the spatial domain. These

functions are denoted by ψo
l [py, pz], with l ∈ [1,L] the level

and o ∈ {h,v,d} the orientation. The scaling function, de-

noted by φL, of non-zero mean is added to cover the lowest

part of the spectrum. This latter is also translated to cover

the spatial domain. An orthonormal basis is obtained.

The decomposition on this basis is then performed with the

FWT [6]. The complexity of this algorithm, O(NyNz), is

lower than the fast Fourier transform (FFT). This allows a

speed-up for the split-step method. A second advantage of

the wavelet transform is that for a smooth signal, such as

the one we deal with, the coefficients are fastly decreasing

to 0 allowing a good sparse representation which is suitable

for compression [6].

4 SSW over a transverse-invariant ground

In this section, we assume that the parameters of the ground

are invariant along the transverse axis y.

4.1 Overview of the method

In this part, we introduce the SSW method in 3D. This latter

iteratively computes the field by going back and forth in the

spatial and wavelet domains.

One step of propagation from x to x+∆x for ux is performed

as follows. Firstly, the wavelet coefficients are obtained

from the field with a FWT (denoted by operator W). Com-

pression (operator C) is applied to obtain a sparse set of co-

efficients. These coefficients are propagated in the wavelet

domain with a propagator P. This step consists of propa-

gating each non-zero coefficient by applying to each one a

pre-computed local propagator.

To compute the set of propagators the method is a general-

ization of the 2D strategy [5]. This strategy is composed of

three steps. First, for each level l and orientation o, a cen-

tered wavelet ψo
l,0[py, pz] is propagated on ∆x with DSSF.

To reduce the computation time this propagation is per-

formed on the wavelet support [5]. The propagated wavelet

ψo
l,∆x[py, pz] is obtained. Therefore, to compute all propa-

gations, 3L+ 1 DSSFs are needed. If ∆y = ∆z, then a rota-

tion invariance property between the horizontal and vertical

wavelet can be used to reduce this number to 2L+ 1.

Second, the translation property described in 1D in [4] is

used in both directions to efficiently obtain all the needed

propagators. We denote by pl
ty

and pl
tz

the respective trans-

lations along y and z. Both depend on the level, since

the space grid of the wavelet is dilated by two for each

level. Thus, for (pl
ty
, pl

tz
) ∈ [0,2L−l [×[0,2L−l[, the set of

wavelets ψo
l,∆x[py + pl

ty
, pz + pl

tz
] is obtained. Third, FWT

and compressions (with hard threshold Vp) are applied on

each translated wavelet to obtain P
l,o,pl

ty
,pl

tz
, the elements of

the set of local propagators.

The propagation is then performed with this set P as a sum

of local operators translated and weighted by the nonzero

coefficients α0
l [py, pz], such that

Ux+∆x = ∑
l,o,py,pz

(

αo
l [py, pz]Pl,o,pl

ty
,pl

tz

)

[·+ py, ·+ pz], (2)

with

pl
ty
= py (mod 2)L−l and pl

tz
= pz (mod 2)L−l , (3)

where py,pz,l and o are respectively the position along y

and z, the level and the orientation of α .

The free-space propagated field is computed with an in-

verse FWT (denoted by W−1). Effects of the atmosphere

are taken into account through a phase screen [1] (operator

D). This yields

ux+∆x = DW−1PCWux. (4)

For more informations about the SSW algorithm and to the

local strategy, we refer to [4, 5], respectively.

For a PEC ground condition, the local image method [4] is

applied. This method consists of computing a local replica

of the field in a thin image layer that simulates a reflec-

tion coefficient of value −1. The field and its image are

then propagated. Finally, the local replica is cleared, thus

avoiding spurious errors entering the computation domain.

For an impedance condition, the DMFT [2] change of vari-

able from u to w is computed beforehand. The local image

method is then applied to w. The ground wave propagation

is treated separately as for DSSF-DMFT [2].

Finally, an apodization layer is added at the top and at each

side of the domain to avoid any reflection due to the finite

size of the domain. Numerical experiments are now per-

formed to test the method.

4.2 Canonical test

Here, we aim at comparing SSW to DSSF in terms of accu-

racy, computation time, and memory efficiency. The propa-

gation over a planar dielectric ground in a vertical polariza-

tion is computed.

The configuration is as follows: the frequency is 300 MHz.

The propagation is computed over 5 km with ∆x = 200 m.

The domain is of size 2048× 2048 m in y and z direc-

tions, with ∆y = ∆z = 1 m. The source is a complex

source point [7] placed at xs = −50 m, with a waist size

of W0 = 7 m, ys = 1024 m and zs = 50 m. We assume an



impedance ground condition with parameters: εr = 20 and

σ = 0.02 S/m. For the wavelet parameters, the symlet with

nv = 6 and a maximum level of decomposition L = 3 are

used. The thresholds are Vs =Vp = 0.002.

In Figure 1 (a), we display the normalized fields (by its

maximum) obtained with SSW. In (b), vertical cuts at Ny/2

of the final fields obtained with SSW and DSSF are plotted.
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(a) Final normalized field (dB) ob-

tained with lSSW in yOz-plane.
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(b) Vertical cuts at Ny/2 of the nor-

malized final fields (dB).

Figure 1. Propagation of the field radiated by a CSP over a

planar dielectric ground.

The final normalized error is of −31 dB. Also, the interfer-

ence pattern is simulated with good accuracy, see Figure 1

(b). SSW is thus accurate with an impedance ground con-

dition.

In terms of computation time and memory occupation, the

results are summed up in Table 1. The propagator corre-

sponds to the set of local propagators for SSW and to the

diagonal operator for DSSF. The propagation memory oc-

cupation corresponds to storing the wavelet coefficients for

SSW and to storing the field for DSSF.

method DSSF lSSW

propagator time (s) 138 6.4
propagation time (min) 32 32

propagator memory (MB) 604 5.6
propagation memory (MB) 604 0.05 to 2

Table 1. Computational cost of DSSF and lSSW in terms

of time and memory occupation.

The first conclusion is that in terms of memory occupation,

SSW is much more efficient. For the computation time,

both SSW and DSSF take 32 min. If not faster, SSW al-

lows computing the propagation with a drastically reduced

memory occupation. This allows studying configurations

with larger distances.

4.3 Millington effect

In this section, we study the configuration of Millington

[8]. The configuration is y-invariant to show that the ground

wave propagation can be accurately described with SSW in

this case.

The configuration is as follows. The frequency is f =
75 MHz, sufficiently low to have ground wave propaga-

tion effects. The domain is of size 5 km along x and

1024× 1024 m in y and z directions. The steps are ∆x =
100 m and ∆y = ∆z = 4 m. We study a y-invariant source

composed of CSP placed at xs = −50 m and zs = with a

waist of size W0 =. The ground composition is described

in Figure 2 and is the same as in [8]. The parameters are

εr = 20 and σ = 0.02 S/m for the ground and εr = 80 and

σ = 5 S/m for the sea. We expect to see the Millington

recovery effect when reaching the sea. The wavelet param-

eters remain the same, with Vs =Vp = 3.2× 10−4.
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Figure 2. Scenario of propagation over the sea.

The results displayed in Figure 3. The normalized field (by

its maximum) obtained with SSW is plotted in (a). In (b)

the surface waves associated with the fields computed with

3D SSW and 3D DSSF are displayed.
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(a) Normalised field (dB) in x0z-

plane obtained with 3D SSW.
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(b) Propagation of the field at z = 0

obtained with 3D lSSW and DSSF.

Figure 3. Propagation over a ground-sea-ground configu-

ration.

First, the behavior for the surface wave corresponds to the

one obtained in [8]. When reaching the sea, the Millington

recovery effect is modeled, i.e., the ground wave is increas-

ing since εr and σ are high. Also, the final normalized dif-

ference between 3D DSSF and 3D SSW is −32 dB. We can

see that below this value the DSSF and SSW ground waves

are slightly different, due to the compressions in SSW.

Hence, we extend the conclusion of [5] showing that the

3D SSW method allows to model ground propagation with

a surface wave more efficiently than 3D DSSF. Thus, 3D

SSW can be used in complex environments.

5 The problem with transverse-variant

grounds

In this section, the case of the propagation over the sea with

islands is studied. We show that the popular DMFT [2]



method used with the split-step method does not work in

this case. For conciseness, the continuous formulation is

used here.

The common solution to account for a dielectric ground is

the mixed Fourier transform (MFT) [9]. The change of vari-

able from u to w is performed as

wx(y,z) =
∂ux(y,z)

∂ z
+αx(y)ux(y,z), (5)

with αx depending on y in this case. Cross-terms with αx

appears in the derivative along y in equation (1). Thus, w is

not solution of a simple wave equation.

We now investigate the resolution of the propagation equa-

tion (1) with the reduced field u. Since the boundary condi-

tion in z = 0 depends on y, through αx(y), an independent

diagonalization along y and z is not possible to obtain the

spectral representation.

Firstly, since periodic boundary conditions along y are as-

sumed, we consider a diagonalization along y with a Fourier

representation. In this case, the boundary condition at z = 0

becomes
∂ ũx(ky,0)

∂ z
+(α̃x ⊗ ũx) (ky,0), (6)

with ũx and α̃x corresponding to the Fourier transforms of

ux and αx along y and ⊗ to a convolution. This condition

is not local, preventing an efficient resolution. Secondly, a

diagonalization along z could be considered. The transform

would correspond to the one used in the MFT [9], but the

term αx depends on y, also leading to convolutions.

Therefore, for a transverse variant ground composition, the

split-step resolution is not accurate as is, and a new theory

must be derived.

6 Conclusion

In this article, the SSW method has been extended to 3D

for the long-range propagation over a transverse invariant

impedance ground condition.

With this method, the propagation is computed iteratively

by going back and forth in the wavelet and spatial do-

mains. The ground is taken into account with the local im-

age method for a PEC. For an impedance condition, the lo-

cal image method is associated with the DMFT to take into

account the ground and the surface waves accurately. With

the FWT and the sparse representation allowed by wavelets,

the method is memory- and time-efficient. Numerical tests

have shown the method has a drastically lower memory oc-

cupation than DSSF while the computation time is of the

same order. Also, the study of the Millington scenario has

shown that the ground wave is accurately described for an

infinite island along the transverse direction. Finally, we

have shown that for finite islands the propagation can not

be considered with the DMFT.

For future works, relief should be considered. Also, a new

theory must be derived for transverse variant ground com-

position.
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